
    SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 
 
Safety.387/Fly Leaf/07/2017 

Fly Leaf No. 07/2017 
Attention ..... “ALL CONCERNED”   

SAG level Inquiry in to the rear collision of coupled engines with Z-142 Goods at GDK 
Siding in RDM station of SC Division on  21.6.2017 at 05.49 hours brought out the 
following Matters Brought to Light and Suggestions & Recommendations. Action for 
sensitising the staff needs to be initiated. 
Cause of the accident: 
LPs of coupled engines failed to ensure coupling of pipes and failed to control at the 
location where required to stop and collided in rear of Goods train on line No.2 of GDK 
Siding. 
CONCLUSION, RESPONSIBILITY AND RULES VIOLATED 
Conclusion: 
After careful examination and consideration of all the relevant factual, material, 
circumstantial evidences and all the depositions / cross-examinations of the witnesses, the 
Committee unanimously concludes that the collision of coupled engines with the stationary 
Z-142 Goods on Line No.2 of GDK Siding in RDM station of SC Division on 21st June 2017 
at 05.49 hours was due to the “Failure of Railway Staff – collision in private siding  (R -5 of 
Accident Manual) in the course of pilot movements”.    
Responsibility:    
Primary:   

1. Sri P. Chakrapani, LP/Goods/KZJ &Sri Awdhesh Kumar ALP/KZJ of trailing loco of 
coupled engines for not ensuring coupling of air hoses and air-continuity. Coupled 
with this failure, he continued to push the coupled locos and increased the speed 
suddenly from 22 KMPH to 55 KMPH when leading loco LP was trying to stop the 
locos. 

2. Sri T. Kishore Kumar, LP /Goods/KZJ &  Sri B.Thirupathi ,ALP/KZJ  of leading loco of 
coupled engines for not ensuring coupling of air hoses and air-continuity.  

Secondary: 
1. Sri P.Naga Bhaskara Rao, Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM for not following the SWR 

provision of ensuring whether the previous train reached completely inside the 
Siding before starting the coupled engines. He also failed to keep proper record of 
pilot movements in pilot movement register, failed to keep proper record of PNs 
given for dispatch & reception to Siding & from Siding location. 

2. Sri K.Loganathan, SMR/RDM as overall in charge of the station   is responsible for 
safe movement in to siding failed to ensure and not monitoring proper record 
keeping / working of pilot movements into the Sidings and not alerting / counselling 
the SMs for violation of SWR provisions. He failed to cross-check  the records of 



Goods Cabin related to the pilot movements. He also admitted that the short falls are 
taking place in siding movement but failed to prevent the short cut methods. 

3. Sri A.Venkati, TI/BPA as  in- charge of section for safe movements, failed to ensure 
SWR provisions, though he has inspected Goods cabin 3-4 times since November 
2016 and identified the short falls, but no preventive action taken. He also failed to 
monitor properly and record keeping / working of pilot movements into the Sidings 
and not alerting / counselling the SMs for violation of SWR provisions. Though 
records are checked, he failed to bring out the noticed shortfalls / irregularities  to 
the higher Officials. 

 
Matters Brought to Light – Rear collision of coupled engines with Z-142 

Goods in GDK Siding of RDM station 
1. The coupled engines which were planned to go to GOSG Siding were coupled only mechanically 

and BP pipe connection is not ensured, as a result of this, ‘air continuity’ could not be ensured. 
LPs & ALPs of coupled engines failed to ensure ‘air-continuity’  before departure from RDM yard 
to Sidings. 
 

2. Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM failed to ensure that the previous despatched train   is cleared into 
Siding before dispatching the following pilot. 
 

3. Many instructions of SWR/RDM is violated. They are; 
a. Para 8.6.4.2 of SWR – SM/Goods Cabin shall plan the pilot movements and issue necessary 

instructions in writing to the pilot in-charge – this is not followed. 
b. Para 8.6.4 of SWR – SM/Goods Cabin shall record the details of all pilot movements to and 

from the different Sidings in the ‘Pilot Movement Register’ – this rule is violated. 
c. Para 8.6.4.6 of SWR – SM/Goods Cabin shall handover to the LP of the pilot under clear 

acknowledgement, in addition to the Caution Order a written authority – pro-forma given 
in SWR and as well Appendix XVII of G&SR is not being maintained. Even the columns in 
the existing memo given to pilots is kept ‘blank’. 

d. Para 8.6.4.10 of SWR – LP and pilot in-charge shall ensure that the UMLC No.2 & 3 are 
closed against road traffic each time before the pilot is allowed to pass through the UMLCs 
– this rule is violated. 

e. Para 8.6.4.11 of SWR – Shunting staff shall stop the pilot short of the UMLC on both-ways 
and ensure that there is no road traffic – this rule is violated. 

f. Para 8.6.4.13 of SWR – All the points en-route and leading to Sidings are locally operated 
which are to be set in the direction as required and secured with cotter bolt or by clamping 
and padlocking. This shall be ensured by the pilot in-charge before allowing the 
movements over these points – this rule is violated. After clearing the points, the points shall 
be reset to ‘normal’ position – this rule is also violated. 

g. Para 8.6.4.14 of SWR – On arrival of the pilot inside the Siding, the pilot in-charge shall 
assure SM/Goods Cabin supported by a PN that the pilot has arrived complete into the 
Siding and the line between the station and the Siding is clear and free of obstruction. The 
SM shall record the time of arrival of the pilot in the Siding and PN received from the pilot 
in-charge in the Pilot Movement Register – this rule is violated. 



h. Para 8.6.4.26 of SWR – Complete arrival of the pilot inside the fouling mark received on 
Goods R&D lines shall be endorsed by the pilot in-charge in the Pilot Movement Register 
with a declaration – this rule is violated. 

i. Para 8.6.4.27 of SWR – On arrival in the Goods yard, LP shall return the pilot memo to 
SM/Goods Cabin who shall preserve it and make necessary entries in the Pilot Movement 
Register – this rule is violated. 
 

4. The PN 75 that is given and written in the pilot memo given to crew / pilot in-charge of coupled 
engines to go to GOSG Siding is not found in the PN Sheet of Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM. 
 

5. Unofficial manning of LC No.3 near FCI Siding by Pointsman in shifts is not as per SWR/RDM.  
 As per SWR/RDM, it is UMLC.  
 Secondly, a conventional practice is in vogue by speaking to the Gateman of LC No.3 to 

know whether the pilot train has passed the LC Gate or not; so that next pilot is started 
from RDM yard.  

 Though this procedure is in practice for more than 5 years and it is in the knowledge of 
SMR/RDM, TI/BPA etc., the same is not regularized by incorporating the instructions in the 
SWR which was brought into force in 2016.  

 Thirdly, no telephone communication is provided at this LC Gate No.3.  
 No record is maintained by Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM as well as by the Gateman about the 

pilot movements.  
 Fourthly, the Gateman does not know the details of the pilot sent from RDM i.e., whether it 

is light engine/s or full length Goods train. 
 

6. Pilot Movement Register – the record was perused and found that the available columns are not 
suiting to the procedure given in the SWR/RDM. The Dy.SS/Goods Cabin is  writing imaginary 
timing of arrival of pilots into the Sidings. In fact, a standard time of one hour is written as 
running time between station and siding. Also, it was noticed that they are writing one PN at 
their own as a token of assurance from Pointsman who went as pilot in-charge that train 
reached completely inside the Siding. This PN is not given by the pilot in-charge; instead written 
by the Dy.SS/Goods Cabin as if given by the Pointsman. 
 

7. Pilot in-charge – Even when the Goods train is sent into the Siding/s, the Guard is not considered 
as pilot –in-charge; instead a Pointsman of RDM is treated as pilot in-charge which is incorrect. 
Also, it is in violation of Appendix XVII of G&SR which stipulate that Guard of the train or in his 
absence any Operating staff deputed for this purpose by the SM is in-charge of pilot. 

 
8. The Pointsman who is sent into the Siding along with Goods formation or along with light 

engines is without PN Sheet. After reaching the siding location, the Pointsman is repeating 
through his personal mobile about the complete arrival of the train inside the Siding. But, the 
Dy.SS/Goods Cabin is writing a PN as if given by the Pilot in-charge and not writing the time as 
told by the pilot in-charge which is unsafe and improper. 

 
9. Permitted Speed to go from RDM yard to Sidings –  

 SSE/P.Way/PDPL is issuing a track fitness certificate once in every three months and the last 



one was given on 01.4.2017.  
 From 3rd January 2016 onwards, SSE/P.Way/PDPL has increased the speed from 30 KMPH 

to 50 KMPH from KM 0/0 to 9/2 subject to other SRs. 
 The reason for enhancing the speed from 30 to 50 KMPH as told by the SSE/P.Way/PDPL 

was “earlier free rail joints were there which are replaced with LWR track”.  
 Entry into Siding from RDM is by taking ‘off’ Shunt Signal No.38 from RDM yard and 

Shunt Signal No.37 from bye-pass location. Taking ‘off’ Shunt Signal is treated as shunt 
movement and speed should not increase beyond 15 KMPH as per GR 5.13 (3) unless 
special instructions are issued. No special instructions are given in this case.  

 The SPM chart of coupled engines involved in the collision show that the speed is not 
achieved more than 17 KMPH till Point No.101 leading to GDK Siding. 

 In view of all above, it would be correct to follow the GR 5.13(3). 
 

10. The printed Caution Order given to crew stipulate to follow  restrictions of stop and proceed at 
    RDM – FCI at KM 1/20-21 (UP) – stop dead and proceed at UMLC 
    RDM – FCI at KM 2/7 – 8 (UP) – stop dead and proceed at UMLC 
     FCI – GOSG at KM 9/14-15 (UP) – stop dead and proceed at UMLC 
     FCI – GOSG at KM 10/12-13 (UP) – stop dead and proceed at UMLC 
     In the DN Direction, it is printed in the Caution Order only to ‘whistle freely’ at these 

UMLC locations. Reasons are best known to the Divisional Authorities, however, it is 
necessary to modify the instructions immediately. 

    The LPs of coupled engines did not stop at any of these UMLC locationswhich is in 
violation of the Caution Order served to them and should be taken up for the same. 

  
11. ALP Sri. Avadhesh Kumar who worked the trailing loco 31488/KYN in the coupled loco 

formation was allowed to work the trains without Competency Certificate given by ZRTI/MLY 
after successful completion of G&SR training from April 2017 till date of accident. Instead, the 
Division was holding the certificates in their custody which was handed over to the employee 
during the course of Accident Enquiry. 

 
12. Authorized means of communication to talk between Dy.SS/Goods Cabin/RDM and Siding is not 

mentioned in the SWR. Secondly, none of the 4 authorised means of communication (Station to 
fixed telephone, fixed telephone such as railway auto and BSNL, VHF set and CUG phone) as 
mentioned in (2) of Appendix XVII of G&SR is made available by the Division at the Siding 
which is essential. 

 
13. The pilot memo given to the LPs of coupled engines do not contain the engine numbers. 
 
14. Division has conducted Safety Audit of the station (RDM) on 17.11.2015 by a team of Branch 

Officers. During this audit inspection, certain deficiencies were noticed in Sidings working such 
as; acknowledgement of LPs is not taken, pilot memos are not collected back, after returning 
from the siding, the pilot in-charge is not signing in the Pilot Movement Register. Compliance 
on the shortfalls noticed was also given by DOM/G stating that SMR/RDM & TI/BPA are 
instructed to monitor and counsel. However, it is not further inspected / cross-checked / 
monitored by the Authorities. 



 
15. From the record of speedometer/DDS of involved coupled engines, it is noticed that trailing loco 

LP given tractive effort (TE) but three-phase locos are not having the record of how much TE / 
BE (regenerative brake) given / produced. Also, these locos do not have the feature of recording 
of pneumatic pressures such as; A-9, SA-9, MR, BP etc., 

 
16. Counselling / monitoring of LPs by LIs with regard to working instructions of sidings and system 

of working of double heads / MUs is not prevailing on the system as no records  for the same 
could be produced by the LIs.   

 
17. Ex-gratia paid to the deceased employee kith and kin – as per Accident Manual and Railways 

Act provisions, the amount of ex-gratia is Rs.50,000/- in train accidents but Divisional Personal 
Branch sanctioned Rs.15,000/- quoting 1997 guidelines. They are not aware about the limits 
enhanced way back in 2012. Subsequent to the intervention of the Enquiry Committee, revised 
amount is agreed. Secondly, when the employee died on 21st June 2017, memorandum for 
payment of Rs.15,000/- is issued vide letter No. SCR/P-SC/869/Welfare/Ex-gratia/17 dated 
27.6.2017 i.e. after 7 days. 

 
 

Suggestions & Recommendations – Rear collision of engines with Goods 
1. Suggestions to strengthen the safe Siding working: 

a. FCI Siding location should be manned by Dy.SS with proper authorized means of 
communication between Goods Cabin and FCI Siding location. This will be worked as 
non-interlocked station without any reception / departure signals. 

b. Posting of Pointsman to man diverging Point No.101 with proper telephone 
communication between him and Dy.SS/FCI 

c. Replacing the existing Shunt Signals No.G-38 from RDM yard and G.37 from bye-pass 
location with Starter Signals for entry into Sidings and provision of Home Signal while 
returning from Siding to RDM yard or bye-pass/RDM. 

d. Locally operated mechanical points needs to be replaced with electric point machines at 
FCI Siding location and Point No.101. 

e. Provision of common isolation for all the three lines in GDK Siding and GOSG Siding to 
prevent any rollback of vehicle/s affecting the pilot movements. 

f. Till such time the above arrangements are executed physically with suitable SWR 
amendments, the Divisional Authorities & Stations Authorities shall ensure that 
following pilot will not be started unless the previous pilot completely reached the 
nominated siding. Guard of the train should be the pilot in-charge. In the absence of 
Guard, Pointsman may be pilot in-charge as given in Appendix XVII of G&SR. It will be 
the responsibility of following pilot in-charge to ensure correct setting of points 
according to his pilot movement.  It will also be the responsibility of LP and ALP of pilot 
to ensure correct setting of points before movement of the train on such points. 

 
2. ALPs and Guards of pilot trains should be issued with copy of Caution Orders under proper 

acknowledgement. To ensure this provision, a Pointsman needs to be posted in the Bye-pass 
Cabin. 



 
3. Record of pilot ‘out’ memos given to Pilot in-charge with proper acknowledgement should be 

available with Dy.SS/Goods Cabin / Bye-pass Cabin. 
 
4. Also, the Dy.SS/Goods Cabin & Bye-pass Cabin as the case may be, shall ensure that the pilot 

memos are collected back with declaration in Pilot Movement Register. 
 
5. Present Pilot Movement Register columns are improper which needs to be rewritten covering 

all aspects as per SWR. 
 
6. Pro-forma of pilot memo should be corrected as per pro-forma given in SWR. 
 
7. Proper pathway and adequate lighting arrangements needs to be provided in GDK Siding 

and GOSG Siding for conducting proper GLP check. 
 
8. Safety inspections should be conducted in all the Sidings of the Division at periodical 

intervals as decided by the Division at AO level, TI level and SMR level. 
 
9. Whenever coupled engines (diesel or electric) are moved either on mainline or in Sidings, the 

rear loco (though crew available) should be made ‘dead’ and BP pipe connection should be 
through to maintain ‘air-continuity’. 

 
10. It is suggested to withdraw the instruction of ‘stop and proceed’ at UMLCs with SR of ‘whistle 

freely’ as being done on mainline sections where the trains are running at 100 KMPH. 
However, Division shall ensure provision of W/L and RW/L at all UMLCs and provision of 
‘Gate-mitra’.  

 
11. Till such time Shunt Signals are replaced with Starter Signals for entry into Siding, the speed 

limit of maximum 50 KMPH may be withdrawn and GR 5.13 (3) may be followed i.e., 15 
KMPH unless special instructions are issued.  

 
12. Also, suitable warning boards may be erected at adequate locations in all Sidings of the 

Division to warn the LPs that they are nearing Siding location / station location. 
 
13. PN Sheets should be issued and carried by all the Guards who are supposed to be pilot in-

charge to communicate PN with Dy.SS/Gods Cabin after reaching Siding. In the absence of 
Guard, the Pointsman who is considered as pilot in-charge should carry PN Sheet without 
fail. 

 
14. System for counseling / monitoring of LPs by LIs with regard to working instructions of 

sidings and system of working of double heads / MUs shall be evolved and put to in practice. 
   

CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 
SAFETY ORGANISATION 


